
Invitation    - Are you in? -


«Bach today» - support of the CD 
production on «we make it» 
With your contribution on the crowd funding 
platform «we make it» for the CD release of «Bach 
today» you contribute significantly to the success of 
this project. 

All tracks are recorded ...  
now it's about mastering, pressing and above all the distribution of this unique ART CD. 

With your support you will help this long-standing project to a brilliant start on all markets of the 
world. The well-known flute works of J.S. Bach and his son C.Ph.E. Bach are the basis for this 
production with Stefan Keller on the flutes and Beda Ehrensperger on the drums. 

Thanks to the filigree groovy background of the highly virtuosic baroque pieces by the 
experienced drummer and enriched with multi-faceted improvisations, these "baroque classics» 
appear in a completely new light and are very contemporary.


For this I need your support 
The money collected with «we make it» is used for the final steps of the CD production (mastering 
- packaging - booklet - distribution).


The renowned German label NEOS is responsible for worldwide distribution and marketing.


- www.neos.com -


With your contribution to «we make it», starting with a CD for 30 CHF, through a signed CD for 40 
CHF, to booking a private concert for 1500 CHF, or even a contribution without reward and 
anonymous, you help this project to a successful start on the CD market.


We were allowed to play «Bach today» at many top-class flute festivals like the «Galway Flute 
Festival», the «European Flute Festival» in Posen, the «Flute Festival in Munich», at «Flautando» 
Boswil, but also on smaller stages and at private occasions: The echo was always enthusiasm.


All tracks on the CD are live, in one take, recorded and reflect exactly what we like to celebrate 
on stage: Playful handling of the original material, spiced with a lot of creativity, spontaneity, 
groove and a pinch of humour.


Thank you very much if you support «Bach today» with «we make it» and maybe emphieze 
to friends. 

we make it - Link 
https://wemakeit.com/projects/bach-today-cd-release 

www.flutetrends.ch
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